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If one undertakes to express critical opinions, he
should always strive to be clear and definite in his views,
and exact in his utterance of them.

quent performances of their works.

Tausig, and Henselt.

In France French compositions occupy three-fourths of

the history of pianoforte-playing can neglect this booh.

the majority of concert programs.

It is packed with anecdote and comment.

said of Italy.
The approaching meeting of the Music Teachers’ Na¬

In Germany the

programs contain very few names of foreign composers.
The same may he

In England the utmost efforts are con¬

stantly being put forth to bring out native talent.

In

tional Association, at Cincinnati, will be one of the most

Russia, Norway, and Belgium the desire to develop

important in the history of the organization. The Asso¬
ciation has been brought to the point where a step in

national schools of composition is most intense.

advance is imperative.

The plan of former years has by

But

in the United States scant encouragement has been given
to native composers.

No one who is making a study of

THE MUSIC DIRECTORY AND MUSICIANS’ AN¬
NUAL REGISTER OF GREATER NEW AORk1899. Compiled by M. L. Pinkham. J. T. Cowdeb y. $2.50.
This book is invaluable to musicians not only in New

York city, but in other places, since it contains the

no means proved a success, and the new idea put under
way at the New York meeting last year has yet to show

A slight change for the better is now taking place, bnt

names and addresses of the great majority of the teachers

in the main it is almost nothing as compared with the

of the Metropolitan district, and information about visit

its value.

countries above mentioned.

ing artists, concert and opera dates, and an appendix ol
the “ Women's Musical Clubs of America.”

80 it may not be amiss to sav that this is a

The teachers use almost

somewhat crucial time in the history of the Association.

entirely compositions by European composers.

It is not necessary for ns to go over the time-worn
platitudes that it is the duty of every musician to give

leading pianists play very few compositions by Ameri¬
cans.

The

The orchestras esteem it a favor to a native-born

support to the Association. Perhaps it is. Duty has
Bnt only a few of us are will¬

composer if they perform one of liis works.

a very broad application.

lishers, with a few exceptions, care to bring out only

ing to let others decide the nature and extent of our

those works which have “teaching” qualities, and not

obligations.

those which are characteristic and which possess high
artistic merit.

Very many worthy American musicians

do not feel that there is any responsibility attached to
them in this matter.
How are these men and women to be drawn to the

The pub¬

We have now some remarkably capable composers,
who have talent, sound musical education, and are ex¬

support of an association such as the Music Teachers’

ceedingly clever in obtaining “effects.”

National Association ? Obviously, not as the Association

brilliantly for the pianoforte, singably for the voice,

was conducted in former years.
themselves.

scholarly for the organ, and effectively for the orchestra.

The results speak for

self interest in paying a fee and heavy traveling and
hotel expenses for a few days at some centrally located
city to hear a great deal of mnsic and a number of papers
on subjects connected with music and music-teaching.
The problem is no easy one, and it is to be hoped that
the present board of officers will be able to put into mo¬
tion some plan that will tend to make the Association
stronger in every way : stronger not for another year, but
for a term of years ; that they may infuse into the
organization a spirit, a vitality, that shall bear the whole
body forward to a richer success.
association ?

Is it to be a national

The word means very much in this great

country of ours. There are many of us, and we are
widely separated, say the teachers.

aged.

If they feel that musicians and public show an

interest in their work, they will feel all the more desir¬
ous of putting spurs to their talent and speeding on¬
ward.

Let the teachers make a feature of giving good

works by American composers to their pupils—there are
plenty of them ; place them on programs of recitals and
concerts, and prove to the composers that their works
are being genuinely appreciated.

Instead of feeling

half ashamed of native talent, let ns feel proud of it—
even if it be not equal to that of foreign lands as yet.
By such encouragement there is no reason why, in the
next generation or two, our best talent ought not to he
equal to the best abroad. Possibly, in so doing, we may
yet develop a “ front rank ” man !

*

authorities, that a compendium of this kind, w
classifies teachers under their special branches, is
valuable indeed. Mr. Cowdery, whose address is ^
Broadway, is making preparations for a new an
larged issue, to include all persons engaged in ®
work in Greater New York, and requests all in ereto send full information to him.

They write

To bring out their best qualities, they must be encour¬

Self-interest is generally powerful enough to influence
to vigorous activity. Yet there is but little room for

So many students of music are anxious to know o

leading teachers, or to address questions to competen

Is, therefore, it not

worth while to do all in our power at present to encour¬
age American composition?

The Etude has received from Dr.Ter J,e te»
a letter in which he asks that a correction
.>The
statement in the article by Mr. Macdoog ,^ pr.
American as a Musical Theorist,” in the
• uv ‘-The
Goetschius says that his first book on J
originally
Material Used in Musical Composition,
®
prepared for the English harmony clas - _
servatory of Music at Stuttgart, and wa®. . J published
published in Germany in 1882. The edition p
in this country in 1889 was rewritten.
Fai*^
While it was founded on the system
it departed therefrom in execution, an
American
claims that the essential differences a
teaebiDg
their conception, and better adapted
,,conservatiT*'
subject to American stndents than are
*—/»
profound pedagogic products of the o
_
8nci *®s
[Dr. Goetschius is an American J Stuttgart C°°
formerly a teacher of harmony in
A">eiic*®
servatory.
It does seem strange
PreseB
should have had such a position, bu
.„cnpies a *?!*
time, Mr. O. B. Boise, an Amenran, ” J jn pertm.
manding position as a teacher of co P°
—Ed.]

Dr. Robert Goldbeck desires to publish the names

Mrs. Emil Paur, wife of the director of the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra, died April 27tli. Mrs.
Paur was a pianist of great ability, and was a pnpil of
Clara Schumann and Leschetizky.
One of our English exchanges Bays that Sir Arthur
As Sir Arthur is said to lie a good story-teller, we ought
to get a readable book from his pen.
About six hundred compositions were entered in the
competition for prizes offered by the “ Musical Record.”
The judges are Professor H. W. Parker, Mr. Arthur
Foote, and Mr. Reinhold Hermann.
When Rosenthal starts on his projected concert tour
of the world, he is to take with him a piano, built
specially for him by Steinway & Sons, that is said to be
proof against all climatic conditions.
An English firm of piano-dealers has placed on the
The instrument

weighs 140 pounds, and is intended to be placed on a
table. The keyboard has a compass of five octaves.
Theodore Thomas’ musical library, so it is said,
could not be duplicated for less than $200,000. It con¬
tains full scores and orchestral parts of 300 overtures,
160 symphonies, and hundreds of concertos and smaller
works.
The Worcester, Mass., Festival Association has en¬
gaged Miss Evangeline Florence for the next festival.
Miss Florence is an American, now resident in London,
and is considered one of the foremost oratorio singers
in England.
In spite of the fact that prices were doubled, the hall
in which Paderewski played in London, on the 16th of
May, was crowded to the utmost.

of America’s distinguished composers, performers, and

to be a success.

teachers in that part of his “History of Music” which

A New York paper announces that Felix Mottl, the

Sullivan is abont to publish his musical reminiscences.

market “a patent portable piano.”

prising in the United States, and the meetings are sure

Critics say he is

playing better than before, and English enthusiasm is
as great as in previous years.
It was remarked that in the orchestra which played
at the recent Joachim celebration, and which was com¬
posed of former pupils, forty four of the violins were
“ Strads,” and were insured for that night for the large
sum of $250,000.

celebrated conductor of the court orchestra at Carlsruhe,
will probably be the conductor for the Metropolitan
Opera-house season in New York.

His wife, who made

a great success as “ Elsa,” in the London representation
of “Lohengrin,” is also to be engaged.

refers to the present period. He should receive withont
delay the necessary communications, accompanied hy
suitable qualifications, at his studio, 627 Fine Arts
Building, Chicago. The “ History of Mnsic” forms pad
of the forthcoming “Dictionary of Harmony and Cyclo¬
pedia of Music.”

The Hampden County Musical Association held their
eleventh annual festival at Springfield, Mass., May 2d

prize of $250 for the best composition for mixed voices,

to 5th.

unaccompanied.

Mr. George W. Chadwick is the conductor.

“Elijah” and Mr. Chadwick’s “Lily Nymph” were
included among the choral work performed at the festi¬
val. Teresa Carreno was the solo pianist.
A London correspondent of “The Manufacturer,” a
Philadelphia commercial paper, says that the trade in

The Musical Art Society of New York City offers a
The competition is open to

np to September 1st.

The judges will he Horatio

Art Society.

Composers may address Dr. Frederic

American reed-organs is steadily increasing in England,
and also on the Continent. He estimates that about
10,000 reed-organs are shipped yearly to England.

and will be made annual.

The

The May Festival at Louisville, Ky., was a pro¬

•

Parker, B. J. Lang, and the conductor of the Mom
Hyde, Greenwich,

American organs are said to he superior in point of
sweetness of tone.

on^

any

who for the past five years or more has been a resit en
of the United States or Canada. Compositions receive

Conn., President of the »®ciey

The prize is given by Mr. and Mrs. Louis But er

Mb. Clarence Eddy, in a conversation aneri Mi
recent appointment as official organist of t ®

.^n

States at the Paris Exposition, says tha

^^

nounced success, both from the musical and the financial

builders have made a

standpoint.

Mine. Sembrich, who had been engaged,

pneumatic principle, so that there is no Pe^el>

akjDg

was not able to come, and her place was taken by Miss

of time between the pressing of a key aD
e
of a pipe. While oar organs are not equal m ▼

t0

Brema.
Mr. Carl Shackleton, the director, deserves
great praise for the excellent work of the chorus and
the general success of the festival.
It is announced that the money for the Wagner monu¬
ment in Berlin has all been subscribed.

The Emperor

has directed that it be placed in the Thiergarten, where
a sort of musical pantheon has been projected, to include
statues of famous German musicians.

Wagner’s is the

first, to be followed by statues of Bach, Handel, Mozart
Haydn, and others.

most

valuable applica ion

foreign organs, in other respects they are m a
THE South Atlantic States Music
25th to 27th, under the auspices of the uo
■

^ ^

director, was an exceedingly successfn one.

^aD1pa-

Choral Society, Spartanburgh, S. C., Dr.
certs were given.

The special attraction w

nari, the great baritone. The Boston es i
of forty-five men, under Emil Mollenhauer,
Mendelssohn’s “ Hymn of Praise ” aD^

A way of improving new fiddles has been invented
jy an ingenious American, who, starting from the oftstated principle that the more a fiddle is used the better
it becomes, has contracted a machine which plays for
hours at a time, according to the will of the inventor.

Co£
^

^
re8Cnt^ “Cr*

^ven.

Tbe

ation ” were the principal choral uum T**- n8erv*t(*J
festival was held in the recently erec e
^ conccd"
of Mnsic and Auditorium, one of t ie
halls in the South. It also contains a ne
organ.

*,ooo pi}*'

analysis of music begins.

This should Ire as soon ns the

pupil is familiar with the common chord or triad.

head, a fly-flapper in his hand, and, motioniug his pupil
“ Madame Patti, the eminent vocalist and farewellist,

Let

will come to us for positively the last time next year.

her name the final chord in the pieces she is playing,
and show her how each ends with a tonic triad. Then

All who expect to die before year after next will do well
to hear the human nightingale on trip, for Patti never

she must be told what a cadence is, thus carrying her

says good-by twice in the same year, and to die without

interest beyond her actual knowledge.

hearing her high $2000-note is to seek the hereafter in

8he will soon

learn to know the inversions of the triad and the useful

woeful ignorance of the heights to which a woman with

chord of the dominant seventh.

good lungs, a castle in Wales, and who uses only one
kind of soap, can soar when she tries.”

Then comes the addi¬

tion of two or three parts to a figured bass.

She must

be made to feel a certain amount of importance at add¬
ing her own melodies to a bass. Let her take one exer¬

In his prenuptial days, Schumann wrote once to Clara
Wieck and said, “I am often very leathery, dry, and

cise only : make it a subject of conversation. Do n’t
tell her to work it out at home and bring it to you at her

disagreeable, and laugh much inwardly.”
because he was Wieck-minded.

That was

next lesson. Don’t look it over in silence, marking a
few fifths and octaves in red pencil, and then hand it

to seat herself at the piano, would say, in his short,
brusque way, ‘ Begin so and-so. ’

Then, as she began, he

would first go to the window, appear to see something
that he took exception to, then pace backward and for¬
ward for a minute or two, stop suddenly, and, with a
tigerish glance at her, cry, ‘ Falsch! play it again!
She would begin again, and ‘ Falsch! falsch! ’ would
follow her.

She

seemed peppered with small shot,

instead of that first big bullet. Then he cried, ‘Stop'
The flag of truce. He came across, eyes gleaming, his
ivory skin paler, and with a word or two in

low,

hissing

tones, far more terrible than angry shouts, would con
temptuously push her off the stool and imitate her, then
play the passage himself divinely, stopping now an

back with the remark, “This is not bad for a first

To a beautiful youth to whom Leschetizky was giving

attempt; you may take four more of those basses for
your next lesson.” No ; she must feel that Bhe has

a lesson, the latter said one day, in a fury, “ If I ever
teach you anything, build a temple in some grove to

. . . he would stride off and begin killing fli*8 nP°n
the walls. . . . When he was not in the humor or

reached a new epoch in her study.

me ! ”

teaching he would cry ‘falsch’ in various tones I°r

The melodies, voice-

And yet that same pupil is now giving concerts

parts, although suggested by the figured bass, are to be
hers, and, if the first thing is to get the exercise correct,

as a Leschetizky pupil.

certainly the very next thing is to make it musical. Let

his strong playing, “He has made a hit in Paris and

her play the treble part over alone, then in conjunction
with the other parts. She must sing it, too, even though

other cities, doubtless he will make some pounds in
London.”

her voice be weak.

Some one says, apropos of

Then

first half-hour, then kill flies silently till he marc
eut and banged the door.”
Undoubtedly, it was under the influence of his
catching propensity that he composed his

^

If I wcr

bird ” study.

If she protests that she can not sing

a note, make her hum it, or do so yourself.

Let her

bring her imagination to bear npon it by telling her of
the wonderful power of “hearing with the eyes.” “No
one can write good harmony who does not hear in his
mind what he sees written on the paper,” says Sir John
Stainer.

want of delicacy of touch.

Leschetizky objected to his

then to repeat and snap out rules and hints.

Two juvenile pianists recently appeared in London
rejoicing in the names of Muriel Mustard and Gertrude

English, upon hearing a young lady trying to P *

Peppercorn.

piece too far beyond her, said, “Yah, it

If there be anything in names, these young

A German professor, not sufficiently familiar
ees

^

zuu

ladies should make a decided impression on the public

for her.”

The following may be suggestive to young
.teachers looking for business. It is a recent rep.

a great rivalry between his followers and those o

8he must try to imagine the sound of her exer¬

cise, bnt do not let her suppose that is enough. She
must play it over several times to verify her idea of it,
and alter it where it can be improved.

It must be

“pretty.” She must feel proud of it, and let her see
that you are proud of it, too.
Yon should enconrage her to analyze some easy music.
Much must be passed over in silence, but she can pick
out her new acquaintances in the way of dominant sev¬

At one time, while Handel was in London, ther ^

Mr. Emil Liebling upon the state of things in Ch
“ In Chicago the race for business has become s<
as to necessitate unusual measures. The leading
schools, like the hotels, run omnibuses to the c
and the shivering infant from the rural district i
onts’de by cries,—

enths, etc., notice cadences, and also wrifesome cadences
of her own—always the first step toward composition.

atory p*”'8 7001 °mnibua for the Windy City Co

oncini, an Italian conductor.

Concerning

John Byrom wrote:
“ Some say, compared to Boooncinl,
That Mynheer Handel’s but a ninny;
Others aver, that he to Handel
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle.
Strange all this dlSerencs should be ^ _
’Twlxt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee!

• a* n the
Not every one is capable of appreciating
tion, but there is considerable difference

Many pupils stop their lessons when they arrive at in¬
f ake this ’bus for the Grand Central Music 8c

ing Bach often and hearing Offen-bach.

w

by the wrist joint, and if you hold your arm about six

finger exercise, or not very soon—say, in the latter part

down (at a pianoforte, they fondly think !) and a loll

inches above the keys and make the pupil spring up and

of third grade.

In fact, we

blown symphony or sonata flows from the ends of his

hit your arm with his wrist-joint, you will have the

begin the scale by teaching the three triads which com¬

finger-tips. They do not recognize the science which has

oscillation and looseness of this joint and also the
forward push from the triceps muscle and elbow, which

pose it.

The very first accompaniment, which consists

to be learned, the technical perfection which has to be

of broken chords, would probably be explained, and the

acquired, the unremitting care which prunes and trains

is really the actuating force of this tonch.

Read care¬

Chords I teach very soon.

pupil would be asked to play the chords.

I recommend

the ideas as they come.

They think he sings because

fully Mason’s direction about the triceps, volume x, new

teaching first the intervals, and then the major and

he has to sing, and forget, or rather do not know, that

edition, page 14, section 26.
3. Hand and Finger Elastic.—A loose fall of the hand

minor triads, upon each tone of the chromatic scale ; a

his song must begin by echoing the strains of musician,

(much like that directed in Bowman’s stab touch, only
more free at the wrist), the arm remaining at the usual
five finger height in playing.

little later, the diminished and augmented triads ; still

who have preceded him, and that, in the very measures

later, the sevenths.

they have invented, improved, and prepared

A little at a time, often recurred

to, will soon make the pupil independent in this respect.

The hand moves actively ;

the arm does not. The second touch is the finger elastic,
the extreme finger staccato, figure 6a, and at completion
of touch come back to Bowman’s position, 6b.

This

form is a very safe and powerful strengthener of fingers.
If you allow the hand to remain at close-in position, 5c,
the wrist is generally stiffened. In the second kind of
touches, as described above, the entire arm is the active
apparatus; in this form only the hand and the fingers.
The idle fingers may move with the active ones, both in

I do not at the moment remember exactly where the

4. Light and Fast.—Mason’s old-fashioned form of the
light and fast two-finger exercise.

Make the first tone

by a very slight hand-motion, and the second by the
least possible finger motion. The essential elements are
rapidity, looseness, and very slight tone in all the early
stages.

Also equality of tone as between the hand-tone

and the finger-tone.

The point of the finger does not

loose finger; then of speed and lightness.
opposite of these other forms.

It is the

The above list comprises seven different methods of
tone-production: No. 1, with an earnest finger—melody
tone; No. 2, down arm and up arm; No. 3, a fall of the hand
and an extreme finger staccato ; No. 4, a very light fall of
the hand, and a very light fall of the finger.

This com¬

prises a fairly complete assortment of the radically dif-

cultivation.

And the most wonderful stories we rea

rapid production—like the story of the
overture or of many Schubert songs

^

Don Giovan
tell quite as i

of hard work and even drudgery in the stu y 0
marvelous faculty so plentifully bestowed on t lese
gifted men.

the middle of the third grade.
along there somewhere.

“Don Giovanni” overture complete in ®bou

^

hours ; who could improvise a ingue in s‘x Pa
Bach did ; who could dash off a long aria o'er a

’ ^

I should therefore begin

w

ginning piano with a child of five years? She is a vei
bright little girl, who has much talent. She picks oi
melodies by herself at the piano by the hour, and si
has learned the C-major scale.
“ What must be taken with book ill of your ‘Grad*
Studies ’ ? Only Mason, and nothing more ? What
the best way of securing a firm legato touch ? One
my pupils has a very staccato tonch, and I have been tr
ing to remedy it with Mason’s two-finger exercise
without success. Perhaps it is beyond curing, as tl
playe^ia about forty years old, and has only just begu

The composer who could pro u'

rice, like Rossini; or could write out from me
ture, as Mendelssohn did when the orig'n® 8 .
lost—did not wake up one morning to fin
e
bedside.
k, incessant practice alone, pu^

it.

gift

their dis
^^

sans by which they conquere
e a sway to whose sweet comp
,

i not hope to emulate Bac

It depends a little on whether the child can read.

^

expert copy of the “ Midsummer Night 8

draw in actively ; it remains with very little motion of
the point, none perceptible. Activity of the parts of the
fingers is not desired. It is a question of loose wrist and

teeming soil, but have to undergo a rigorous eour.e

Wagner book leaves off, but probably somewhere near

auvxoc LUC v.« w vuv

Entire independence of fingers comes

bis nse.

thoven and Wagner do not spring up luxuriantly in a
“ Please tell me what number of your “ Standard
Grades ” to give to a child of eleven, who has been taking
lessons nearly two years. She is studious, has talent,
and plays octaves easily. I have used Mason’s ‘Touch
and Technic,’ and she has nearly finished Wagner’s
Instruction Book.—S. M. J.”

extending preparatory to the touch and in closing the
hand at the end.
later.

for

Even the short subjects which serve giants like Bee¬

.

. B „e

’Pntsd&B)'

a

I

have gone over this ground in my “Twenty Lessons to

ing three great symphonies in 8

a Beginner,” and it will pay yon to get that and read

ersonal lesson from young ^^to

it through, whether you follow it or not.

isic, young Haydn devot*n®
“Gra*"*"
nnel Bach’s Sonatas and i n.
garret, and young Beethov^ „

She ought to

be taught the elementary forms of tone production, one
after another (see the first reply in this letter), and the

^

simple Mason arpeggios on the diminished chord and its

after page -with counterpo

changes, using mainly rhythms of six, nine, and twelve.

part in their heritage oi geal?,’oor re*an*
ir brothers in industry. And i

Each of these forms makes an exercise.

She should

learn all the scales and a few melodies by heart, and

ant, it is none the less sure.

^ at

The observer can not fail to note certain differences
between the manic teacher of thin and other lands. That

often spoil the effect of genuine independence by the
assumption of arrogance.
At home it is the pupil,

breathe to themselves, though politeness forbids the

the American is dintingninhed by certain marks of
superiority, there is no gainsaying. He is less apt to be

abroad it is the teacher who threatens to depart whenever

articulation of the syllables.
Another result of monotony is this : Those who be¬

friction occurs.

gan well, after a time threaten to lose interest and

sentimental and emotional than the Italian, less flippant
His Lack of National Pkidk.

slacken in their endeavor.

What wonder, when they

and immoral than the French, less unkempt and rnde
than the German. Yet he has faults (I speak of the

But the American who does copy transatlantic models,

more inexperienced) as characteristic and as ranch his

and refuses to be patronized by his patrons, is apt to go

the fog of his first impressions ?

own ns his virtues. Let ns, who are American teachers,
probe some of them.

too far—to lose his proper national pride, and imitate

goal for each.

them in everything.

Neglect of the laundry, the barber¬

passed it unregarded, and is then no longer criticise ,

shop, etiquette, or even the ten commandments, while

as he should be, upon a plane slightly above bimse ■

His Timidity.

He thus becomes disaffected.

fection should be continually looked for and promp J

coin.

most prosperous musician of your city, and I will show

a master.

yon the one who looks most like a courteous, up-to-date
business man.

their lives. It is a mere by-play, and must not be taken
as an index of their general ability. They wish to play

pedient.

I have heard people talk

gant kind. It is but the feint of the nnsophisticated,
the shrinking of maiden, mental modesty, or a desperate
effort to cloak ignorance with indifference.

Yonng ladies

will sometimes diagnose their own artistic cases with such
minuteness, giving snch detailed information in regard
to their needs, that the auditor is at a loss to determine

The foreign mark is no longer current

The day of Svengali is passing.

ashamed of their attainments. The readiest excuse is
the declaration that mnsic occupies but a small place in

thus who harbored secret ambitions of the most extrava¬

Show me the

Crustiness, when affected lor the pur¬

pose of impressing strangers, is as ill-bred as inex¬

Symptoms of such w*

dealt with.
.
Some one has said that every pnpil is a new pro
In truth, every lesson is a new problem. Our estinm 1
of the learner’s possibilities should he revised wee'
Think with what zest you would go to a man who n* ^

The boorish or rapt demeanor of some savants

allowed his opinions to form ruts in his rain > ^

is barely tolerable, even in them, and in one who apes

stood always ready to give yon a fresh trial.
m^9T
if yon made a had impression last time, to day e
■

them it is intolerable altogether.

If nnpleasant things

have to be said, the greater the necessity for a pleasant
way of saying them.

Consideration for the feelings is

not incompatible with thorough instruction.

Tell the

see you in a new light. Are yon not a new
day, sometimes standing in need of this, som< >
that?

know beforehand what the master will say at

for them to know—not an iota more.

ing lesson ; and I know from experience h°w

If one needs to

acquire a free motion of the digits, and, at the same

it is to regard the pnpil as an ever-novel an

time, has an execrable habit of playing octaves, fingers

subject, hut the things most difficult are nfn® '
best worth learning to do. If the preceptor is
^

eDk

abominably, lacks all sense of rhythm, and is deficient

takes the applicant at the word, and gives what is asked
for, not what is needed.

acquire a free motion of the digits, and have done.

however, of regarding his class with eyes 1111
familiarity, he would better seek another o<

Why, in the name of pity, discourage him with the
sight of bridges ahead ?

Teach he can not, for by some subtle a c en
soul he will commnnicate his indifference,

the pedagogue can ill afford to play the merchant, or to
keep any instruction in stock save the best.

Even mer¬

chants of the better cla* sustain some character.

Few

woald have the temerity to demand paste jewels at Tif¬
fany's. Besides, it is not paste which men seek.
In
their hearts they desire the superlative.

If a child longs

for angbt else, it is because it is a child (whatever its
yean) that misanderstands itself.
careless and intellectually sloven ?

Why is such an one

^
^

I realize from experience how depressing

unfortunate as much of their condition as it is necessary

whether they are receiving or giving a lesson. What
does the average native teacher do in snch cases? He

It is right and proper for a ribbon clerk to produce
whatever goods it is the customer's whim to bny, but

has

one

or to renown.

purchase his birthright, to become a servant instead of

only a little for amusement.

He has set a certain

It may have happened that

it may give one the foreign mark, will not lead to riches

First and most characteristic of all is his timidity, bis
proneness to abdicate his position, to allow the fee to
Most pupils are (and often with reason)

know that their master always looks at them through

in the power of concentration, tell him that he needs to

If you smile, and say, “All right,” or if you frown,

^

tioo.
^^
^

knowledge.

and cry, "All wrong!” yon do but resemble other
teachers which the unsuccessful pupil has had, and who,
one and all, have demonstrated their ability to make a
failure of him.

But if you show him how to acquire

The man of experience will tell yon that oft^ ^ y,
steadily pursuing some end upon wbic i

Wy<-Ji

a legato touch, for instance, and quietly insist upon his

mind and all his energies, he has gaine

acquiring it, he will see in you the helper he has all his

seemed to come from a different direction.^^^ is n0*

life been in need of.
not he your reward.

In snch a case, ingratitude will

Becanse^he knows
When one thinks of the onerousness of the task of

the force of exterior circumstances.

»P

1e s

to be discontinued because we do not a 'va
for which we started out.

tj,
^ tb»*

tine defines faith as “belief upon authority.”

thing U what it onght to be, or, as the philosopher Lotze
pats it, where the three realms of “The Mast Be,”
“ The Is," and “ The Oaght To Be ” are reconciled, and
“ What must be is, and what is, onght to be,” we shall
often have occasion to distinguish between the actually

Pauls

operator at the last station was to blame for passing the

legal mind seized on this phase of the idea when he

second train before the first reported at the next station.

said,

Finally, the conductor of the freight-train was responsi¬

Since inevitably the pupil starts out with but little

ble because he failed to post a flagman on the rear track.

knowledge, it is requisite that he put himself into a

“Faith is the

evidence of things not seen.’

existing relations of things and their possible, intendedi
or desirable relations.

Each one of these men was wholly to blame for the

receptive attitude if he would grow in knowledge.

casualty, and the fact that they were associated did

will be constantly on the watch for truth.

Our present subject is susceptible of this treatment
and may be viewed in two lights—first, the actual rela¬

not relieve one from the slightest responsibility.

can truth be had so quickly and purely as when it

fore, in like manner it is true that, though the pupil is

comes from the teacher.

to blame for the artificial character of the results of
study, the teacher may also be responsible.

in many places, but, like gold-quartz, it must he crushed

tions commonly existing between the music teacher and
pupil, and, second, the ideal relations which ought to
exist between them. The reason for such a treatment

There¬

He

In no way

Truth may be found elsewhere

and extracted and refined before it is usable; but the

If it is true that a low estimate of the teacher on the
part of the pupil is one cause of fault, how much more

that need only to be minted and they are coin.

the betterment of a condition is a clear understanding of
its poverty in the light of its possible wealth. The

it is true that an underestimate of the teacher’s function

quality which will enable the pupil to appropriate the

miner, yesterday rocking his gold-cradle of river sand
contentedly enough, will instantly move to day when

the teacher is not filled with a sense of the importance of

“ All roads lead to Rome,” but there are ways long an

he hears that over the pass yonder gold lies in nuggets

his position as a teacher of music ; if, as with Paul, he
does not say, “ I magnify mine office,” he can no more

short, and if the pupil possesses faith which will lea
him to take the path which others have trod before hint

instead of sand.

expect large results from his teaching than the small

and found wisest, he will shorten the way and ec®^

is found in the fact that oftentimes the first step toward

Knowledge of the possibility of at¬

tainment is the root of action toward attaining.

So it

on the part of the teacher is fatal to the best results.

If

instructions of the teacher are the nuggets of pure gold

truth is that faith already defined.

The

It maybe true that

boy with the bent pin and cotton thread can expect black

mize labor and more quickly reach his goal.

may be that in considering what the actually existing
relations of the music teacher and pupil are in the light

bass

be patient of technical work and exercises and tn

All the great successes in art and improve¬

Let him be attentive to instruction and work wit

of what they should be, we may be helped to bring

ments in its methods are due to the efforts of enthusiasts.

perseverance born of bis faith, and he may be con

he is n t prepared.

successful.

It is the enthusiast who is

“The Is” and “The Ought To Be” in music nearer

Enthusiasm raised Haydn from the position of bootblack

of the result.

together. A relationship, like an electric circuit, requires

and chore-boy in Porpora’s studio to his rank as artist,

thee.”

two wires with currents flowing in opposite directions.

composer, and teacher.

So in considering both the real and the ideal relation¬
ships of music teacher and pupil we may look at them

thusiasm because of an underestimate of their calling,

in a twofold way—the music teacher from the pupil’s
standpoint,
standpoint.

and the music pnpil from the teacher’s

“According to thy faith he it 011

Many teachers lack this en¬

but some, although aware of the importance and oppor¬
tunity of their vocation, fail to live up to the standard
they recognize.

Characteristics of the Ideal Teacher-

Louis Ehlert truthfully says: “Probably n0
taught by so immense a number of uncalled ones
art of tone. . . . There can be no pure gospel ^ ^
out pure disciples,” and pure discipleship m ^

The Common Attitude of the Pupil.

It is to be feared that the teacher is to the pnpil sim¬
ply an indifferent stepping-stone by which the brook of
music may be crossed and the opposite grassy bank of
social culture and accomplishment attained. The teacher
is a mechanical contrivance for the induction of certain
musical compositions familiarly dubbed “pieces,” with
which company may be entertained, popular approba¬
tion won, and a sort of delicions supremacy secured and
maintained over envious companions.

Let ®

The teacher is

simply a hired servant whose time and skill is bought

The Common Attitude of the Teacher.

The pupils often figure in the teacher’s mind as a pro¬
gressive row of figures with dollar-marks before them
which are to be converted into cash by a process called
lessons,” at the expense of the least possible labor.

religion can be attained only through love.
TCwjj0le
teacher’s summary virtue.
It embrace8 t e
^
decalogue of the law of teaching, comprise8
teacher’s qualifications. Love is the root ol
tial enthnsiasm of which we have spoken, an e^ ^

The pupil is an Aladdin’s lamp, which must be rubbed in

asm able to make Haydns out of bootblac -s an)^)aCje8

order that the genii may bring the desired viands or grant

delssobns from courtiers.

the wish for luxuryor wealth. Is such a cold-cash or bread-

and removes barriers.

and-butter view of the pupil likely to produce a musician?

structs. We can forgive the mistakes ot a e® reDie<)y
is filled with the love of bis art, for that lov e
^^

I apprehend not.

“ The laborer is worthy of his hire ”

Love surmounts 0

It purifies, strengt ens^^

says the Scripture, and it is true of the teacher as well

the deficiencies.

as the preacher, but the teacher’s labor should be the

But such love is more than mere liking , 1 18

Love coveretb a multitu ^ magter-

made Mr. Schwab afraid to go on with the original plan,

vard du Midi and face to face with a huge iron gate, and
on it the number 39. I rang a ,bell, and iu a few mo¬

and it was finally abandoned.

ments the gate was opened by a servant, who informed
me that Mile. Chaminade was at home.

Chaminade is not a great pianist, like Carreno, Essipoff, Clara Schumann, Bloomfield-Zeissler, or Aus der

In looking through the iron gate I had caught a
glimpse of a very pretty garden, and now that I was on

Ohe, but she plays her own compositions as no one else
could play them, and when she plays the accompani¬

the inside I felt shut in from the outside world, like one
in hiding. A short walk of a few yards under well-

ments to her songs it is a double treat to hear them.

with those of Chaminade.

I just had time to cast one glance around the place
when I was greeted with the genial face and warm hand¬

compositions of both are interesting, Chaminade s are
the more so of the two.
I spent one summer in Switzerland—in Lucerne—and

poser. Her hospitable greeting put me at my ease at once,
and in a very few moments Mile. Chaminade came into

In one corner of the room were

two pianos—an Erard grand and an upright; a few pho¬
tographs, among them one of Tosti, were also hung in this
corner. Cliaminade’s compositions, neatly bound, were
there in a little bookcase for ready use. Dinner was
announced nod I was nshered into a square room on the
other side of the hall. The house reminded me of some
of our old Southern plantation houses, with lots of room
and a chance for the fresh air to get in.

while there I wrote to Chaminade, asking her if 500

Ckcile Chaminade,

We seated ourselves around a grate-fire for a

We were in the parlor.

In truth, they are not to be

compared at all; they are very different, and, while the

shake of Madame Chaminade, the mother of the com¬

few minutes’ conversation before dinner-hour, and,
strange to soy, did not talk music.

Iu

Paris she is called “Sainte Cecile.”
I have often heard Augusta Holmes’s works compared

shaded trees brought us to the house, which could not be
seen liefore, owing to the foliage.

the room.

She may come neit

season—perhaps in January—for a short tour.

francs and expenses would bring her to Lucerne to phJ
analysis of the compositions on the program, usualb

a concert with me.

some prominent musical critic.

give her services gratuitously if I would pay her travel

These recitals'

She replied that she would gladly

intensely interesting; new compositions are introdi

ing expenses.

in this way, and, again, one has an opportunity of hea
some of the best siiigers in Paris. I might say r

I got to know Mile. Chaminade better I found her to to

here that Chaminade considers Pol Plan con the fi
artist she has ever heard.
After dinner was over we adjourned to the parlor

This shows a big-hearted woman, and as

one of the loveliest characters I have ever met.

She is

frank in her manner and thoroughly in earnest with lid
work.

She has no bitter words for anybody.

She says

that Wagner’s music is not singable, and does not appea
to her.

The house was completely surrounded with gardens of
flowers and vegetables, for Madame Chaminade grew
her own vegetables.

Ghammade brought out a lot of music for two pia
and for about two hours we had a good time of it p
mg duos, solos, and reading songs.
In a few weeks I was agreeably surprised by receh
another cordial invitation to dinner, and I went
'

loves France and the French people ; most of her h e *•

At the dinner-table we got to talking about mnsic and

time I was introduced to Chaminade’s sister, who
the wife of Montz Moszkowski. This time Mile. Ch

musicians, and I found ont that Chaminade is no lover of
Wagner's works. She informed me that she had com¬
posed when a child, and had some lessons with Godard
a little later in life, but that she virtually tanght hereelf.
She has composed over four hundred things—songs,
piano solos, dnets, orchestral suites, ballet music, organ
music—and, in fact, written for every instrument.
She was, at the time of my visit, under contract with

inade took me upstairs to her workshop, a veryattrac
ittlc room on the second floor back, and overlooking
vegetable garden. How quiet the place was 1

1

tnrhlT WUd Chaminatle;

noisy city ””CVer

"here

I can work nn

^^ory work in

‘he,room hn“8 large wreaths, which had l

Enoch, the publisher, to write so many things every year
for a period of three or four years. This hand icapped
her to a considerable extent, and I could at once under-

‘‘ This was presented to me in Marseilles,” she *
where I conducted my ballet-music suite. I am ,

She thinks Massenet a very great man musical y.

and also in point of technic.

Saint-Saens, also, she

*®

great respect for, and is a warm admirer of Godard,
been spent in Le Vesinet.
.
Moszkowski told me that at one time she gave prompt
of being a very great pianiste, but that she devote
of her time to composition.
■, w;;i
Chaminade feels that after every performance
^
be her last one, owing to extreme nervousness,
j)pr
she keeps at it. The French people idolize her, a
^
songs are the most popular in French salons to- a •
England and in America it would be difficult to 1
oIa program of a song recital without finding some
Chaminade on it.
,.mrs_-bd
But as yet we have not heard her greater tn N^toi8
orchestral compositions, in which she strong y* w»s
“Delibes.” The portrait accompanying this an
made from a photograph she presented to me '
ul;ed
and is the only one she favors, being niucu p
when others are printed.

transform these very difficulties into pleasant opportu¬
nities for achievement nnd daily progress.
...
A
great pianist was once asked if the mechanical part of
his work, which occupied several hours of each day, was
not disagreeable to him, and this world-renowned artist,
who possesses the power to move vast audiences to the
height of enthusiasm, answered, heartily, ‘Not in the
least! I do not allow it to take that attitude toward
me .’”

PERSONALITY AND PIANO TEACHING.
BY KLOKKNCK M. KINO.

Thkbb is (or was) a distinguished teacher of boys
in New York City whose method of instruction was all
his own. He would first find, as he said, each boy’s
“center of gravity,” and then proceed to educate him
from that standpoint. And, after all, is not that the
ideal teaching? The art itself is heaven-sent, forteachers are born and not made, and the ideal teacher should,
possess the sixth sense—self-effacement.
Applied to the art of piano-playing, we have seen, too
often, in our country the glaring absurdity of perform¬
ers who are lauded not so much for their own merits
of interpretation or touch of the divine fire as that
they have been the pnpils of the great Somebody orother !
Sift the matter down and, nine cases out often, there
have been no more lessons than yon can count upon the
fingers of one hand.
It is unfair to aver that the great exponents of piano
music neither are nor can be excellent instructors. The
contrary has been proved by examples. Still, it must
be admitted that the temptation is great for such a
teacher to impress his own personality upon the pupil
rather than by the long, slow, patient process to bring
out the pupil’s own individuality. We are much more
apt in that case to have the rank and file branded with
tje Rubinstein or Paderewski hall-mark rather than by

the joy of homes that must ever be countless.

concerts are to be given especially for and to the better

Teach the birdlings to use their wings, oh, wise
teacher, and whether, like the eagle, they soar up beyond
your vision into the blue sky and become part of the

class of musicians of our land, we can not see the force
of the objection.

Many of the best of our musicians

are totally unaware of the quality and quantity of

vast universe of silver stars, or whether they gently flit

works written by resident Americans during the last

from bough to bough in the green, leafy trees, a rest for
the tired eyes and the aching heart, you will not have
lived in vain. They are perfect of their kind.

decad, and the concert programs of the coming meet¬

The egotism of pupils is the bane of the life of every

the matter, and that is the fact that the number of con¬

self-respecting teacher. Technic must ever come first
afj a foundation of solid masonry.

certs does not permit the performance of many meritori¬

As Rosenthal has put it, “The piano is a thing of
wood and iron, not easily made sensitive to the sympa¬

was room for but so many numbers, and others will

ing will afford an opportunity to hear some of the best
works.

The Program Committee has but one regret in

ous works which really deserve this recognition.

There

have to wait until another time, much to our regret.

thetic touch'; therefore,” he continues, “I would say,
firstly, technic ; secondly, technic ; lastly, technic 1”

Those whose works are not on the program should give

There is nothing I hold so valuable a factor in artistic

the recognition of American art as though they were
represented.

piano-playing as a much-pruned
egotism.

and well-directed

Let every one come prepared to enjoy the feast ol

reflAectteiCh,er8’ 7 “* t<>0 “Pt ‘°
40 8hi”« * the
reflected glory of our pupils’ achievements. We are too

SITZ""*th,lr

the Association as hearty a support in this effort for

»»«"»

praise—“ Ah, what divine art!”— „ ,U1
iur me

music, good fellowship, and reason, forgetting personal
preferences for this or that thing, and encourage the
present and incoming officers by their presence and
manifestation of good-will, and the meeting of '99 will
go down in the history of the Association as one of the
best of its life.

compliment, “Oh, yes ; a pupil of the-u>n
tory

; or,

Evidently a Btudent of_>8

mn^T1 .eDOngh: t0°’ in thiS COld’ C0ld "Ml

™
'ierS wh0 may “<>t choose and reject
pupils according to some standard of excellence of

One of the best things a musician can do for his art
is to bring before the people the position that music

own.

should occupy in the general scheme of education.

Lnpromising pupils are plentiful as blackb

Music stands as the representative of the esthetic life

jarr*and lt is °niy mort*] *>

t0

e best advertisement we can ont of the only to,
who are really gifted.
y

in general. The world at large often gives to the term
education” the meaning of simply a collection of
facts and theories, to the neglect of the esthetic sense.

WU1 8ay il is a matter of bread
utter, this judicious advertising ; that the man is
sure road to starvation who hides his musical

scheme of education, we are opening the way for all

nnder a bushel.

that goes to make up a higher and better esthetic lifo

The present writer is not Zfn,

matter from the dollar-and-cents standard, and ye
can not bnt think that, in the long run the L
«.»£ prf..,

or,npeta^;

Rut when we exploit the real place of music in the

which is part and parcel of that higher culture that all
truly educated men and women view as the worthy ideal
of the race.
It is toward this ideal that the American teacher who
is in love with his work is constantly striving, and
toward which he should carry his pupils.

* The composer seems to have been inspired to this piece rather
by the flight of the larks, than by their song] the light, rocki
motion, as they wing and swing themselves in the air; should ‘be
borne in mind while executing the arpeggios.

A The indicated subdivisions are recommended for preli»'tt'
«>y practice; later on, as mechanical certainty allows a A#"r
treatment, they will obligate themselves.

Copyright 1896 by Theo. Presser. 4
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tage ia to mix freely with foreign element about him.
The difficulty as to a foreign language is speedily over¬
come by young people.

will find a thousand things to interest him in his foreign
companions and foreign surroundings.

own, which puts all other teachers to shame; they pro¬

From the start the student

fess to be able to make singers of any one, whether

should see that he speaks the language of the country
he ia in.

nature has endowed him with a voice or not. To add

PROGRESS.

He will find this ia a hard thing to do in Ger¬

three or four tones to the natural compass of the voice

many, for I never yet found a German who could use
three words of English that

and to manufacture tenor singers ont of baritones is»

did not want to air

BY CHARLES C. DRAA.

small matter.

them ; but American students do n’t go to Europe to
teach German students English, end they should speed¬
ily assert this.

on by teachers who have invented a “ method ” of their

The number of ruined voices for whiih

such unscrupulous teachers are responsible is greater
Looking at this subject from an educational stand¬

point and comparing it with other branches of educa¬

As to living in boarding-houses run especially for

than many imagine.
There is a humorous side to the question of advertife

tion, one most admit that the past twenty years of

American stadenta, let ail beware of them.
Sixteen
sleeping-moms, and pianos or violins in all of them,

ments-—those of people who need the services of mosi

music life in America have been strictly a period of

cians.

Of course, the finding

evolution. One has bnt to glance at this or that teacher
who persistently clings to old ideas, which have long

of lodgings is always a difficult matter, but students
will find their professors willing to help them in this.

since given way to more improved methods, to see the
depth of this statement

make life a very hell on earth.

They should invariably choose a house in which no
other American is to be found, and one in which they
are forced to speak anything but their own language.
The first thing and the hardest the American student
abroad has to get used to ia the slowness of life gener¬
ally. Enropean artists are not to be hnrried, for the
reason that long experience has proved to them that art
rao not be rushed.

There is no short cot to knowledge,

and the only foundation the artist can bnild on is one
of time. It will come hard to go-aheail Americans to
learn this lesson, but learned it must be.

At times it

will seem to tbe student that his professor is unusnaliy
slow and tedious. He will be set to study Haydn when
he feels himself able to roaster Schumann or Wagner,
but time will show him the wisdom of this slowness
and its benefits.
American students who go to Europe with the idea of
taking a few months' finishing lessons will find they
make a sad mistake. European professors will rub their
eyes, look astounded, and smile at an ignorance it would
be futile to fight.

They can not turn studente away.

They can only do the best possible.

At the end of a fe w

mouths the student will find his trip to Enrope has done
him no good, but. on the contrary, positive harm. He
will lose self-confidence and gain nothing.

--J )
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Here are some taken from newspapers.

T7IOLINIST.-WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, Of
V family of position, a thoroughly competent viol
w((k]j
receive full board and residence for 12 shillings sad* P*
„
in return for three hours’ daily tuition, when he ljsea. «
lady of the house. AM his other time free. Address
The Library, Blackheath, E. C.____

great masters were touched upon bnt lightly by th
The editor of the London “ Musical Times

average private teacher—and, I dare say, by man

m

®

academies and colleges which gave “ thorough courses

following pertinent comments: “ If we undent*®

of training to music students.

announcement aright the head of this family o

What a contrast is th:

to the present condition of aflairs !

Now the publish®

tion ’ is anxions to accept 12s. 6d. weekly from »

are crowded with orders for works on the above subject

oughly good violinist, also three hours’ teachinj!^

teachers and students are both eager to know more <

in return for hoard and bed. It may be that
residence with a ‘ family of position ’ worth a got n ^

the history of music and of the master-composer, and 1
learn of the hidden mysteries of the “art divine.”
The question now arises: What are some of the cansi
of this marked progress ?
Before answering this w

and we must not forget that the artist who P*
graciously permitted to do what he pleases

must admit that the distinctive characteristics of tl
American musician are ambition and a constant strivir

rest of his time.

to acquire something new.

plicity of services, including organ-playing-

Acknowledging this, an

then comparing former methods of teaching with thoi
of the present, considering the influence which oi
musical magazines

especially The EnjDK-have upc

their readers, and the effective work done by our coi
cert pianists and lecturers, it is not to be wondered th
the standard of American musical training has bet
raised.

This evolution is not confined to one State ,

Territory bnt to the whole country, and gives strengi
to the belief that America will one day be the leadii
educational center in musical matters.

^

12s. 6d. weekly, and gives three hours’ tuit»°n^^^^

Now, violinists, rush to t e •'

Here is another which offers $75 a year or

W

ANTED, AT ONCE, GENTLEMAN AS OBGANIST,
help Vicar as Sacristan and Secretary.
.
music; ’®
and receive fifteen pounds per annum, wregu
^: p».•
organ; fairly good choir. Catholic required.
and good accompanist. Address 4 Vicar, B
P
ter.
—— -

____ __

_

____-— -- "

The man—no, the “ gentleman ’’—who w_
for the post must be Goldsmith’s pattern o
44 Happy the man who, void of csre aDd
In silken or in leather purse retains
A good old shilling.”

^

which make it imperative, as an act of retributive justice,

Here, you see that music begins to assume proportions

confreres find necessary, I judge that their occupation

to take the bull by the horns and act with firmness and

of more importance than was ever dreamed of by the

must he very wearing on their nerves; or does, per¬
chance, an unselfish regard for the pupil dictate these

decision.

author of “The Mother Goose Two Step,”

From the lengthy ontings which many of my musical

In the rare cases where the condign punish¬

ment of personal chastisement has been attempted, it

prolonged absences ?
It is not n bad plan to remain somewhat in touch with

of the attacking party, who is not always a good judge

your class during the summer months.

of the muscular development of newspaper men.

As to yourself,

has usually resulted in the utter rout and discomfiture

do during the hot weather what the farmer does in win¬
ter. Mend your fences, sharpen your tools, clean up all
the odds and ends, and be ready to start in fresh and
anew when the fnll comes.
It is constantly, “ I At

while

making

the feathers fly off the hammer felts with his worldfamous “ Hey diddle, diddle, the cat and the fiddle,’ etc.
In studying that beautiful and fanciful composition of
Godard, “Ban’s Flute,” what an interesting acquaint¬
ance with the beautiful truth typifying mythology of
Grecian culture is made by the student 1

lo

know

the

Do not start too many compositions simultaneously.

notes and not their meaning is here, again, most ridicu

W bile in Vienna, I fell in with a very enthusiastic

Wilson est mart*, cite la saison l ” Waste no regrets over the
post; study its failures and their causes, and deduce a

young man, who thought nothing of sketching the first

Ions.
To know Beethoven is to know the history of the jo;-,

movement of a trio while taking his afternoon coffee. A

sorrows, hopes, and aspirations of humanity since an

salutary lesson therefrom ; and if you commit mistakes,
do not repeat former follies, but invent new ones And,

few days afterward he called on me with some manu¬

tiquity.

scripts, and I, of course, expected to see the trio worked

calamities, separations, bloodshed, and terror re'iP**

out.

abandoned the former scheme, and was working on an

constant in Europe for thirty years. What a r0* •
noble knowledge and culture of mind and heart in

overture to Julius C;c«ar. He had invented a dagger
motive which made your blood run cold with its vivid

study of music when properly carried out 1
Unless a teacher can teach the meaning of music,

realism, bnt was shy of a Brutus theme; this ended

gether with the proper method of its exemplifi®3110®’^

above alt, do not have a long delinquent list of debtors
for nnpaid tuition—that is, if you can help it.
There is too much shooting over people’s hesds.

The

public is gorged with food which is entirely beyond
it and causes mental dyspepsia; pupils are given
tasks out of all proportion to their ability (or want of it),
and there is a general disposition to gratify individual
hobbies at the expense of the unwilling audiences. You
must speak a language which can be understood, before

Nothing was farther from his thoughts ; he had

the chauces of a successful issue, for the composer, like
Cicsar, got badly stuck; and so he worried from one
failure to another, easting his lines for big fish, and not
even catching suckers. He is now leading a German
band in Constantinople.

you can hope to make an impression. The people know
what they do wont, and when it is offered, the money
is spent liberally.

Bowman, wrote a pamphlet entitled “The Last Vir¬
tuoso." It seemed to him that with Tnusig the art of
playing had reached its zenith and collapsed with his
untimely demise.
A mistaken proposition, for a tre¬
mendous aftermath of great pianists has sprang up
since then.

Art is cumulative, it never stops; each

great epoch simply paves the way for further develop¬
ment. Tnusig is more famous now than he was during
his life-time, when only a limited number of cognoscenti
appreciated his rare qualities ; liappy mortal, who died
at just the right time !

will he cheaper in the long run for the class to eD
him a few hundred or so to go away and prepare or work, and upon his return repay them in tuition
they can use in lieu of the trash he is now dealing

There is a good deal of needless worry as to whether
am not so sure that the consummation of this pious wish
is to be desired.

Chopin became greater in the same

ratio as his music lost its purely Polish characteristics
and developed a more cosmopolitan vein. I am familiar
with most American compositions of note, and only in
very isolated instances have heard musical progressions
which seemed new and yet legitimate, and withal some¬
what partuking of national characteristics.

Mr. Horatio

Parker’s “ St. Christopher ” presents several interesting
illustrations and examples of this sort of originality
and in MacDowell’s “Woodland Sketches” I find
decided cadences which would never have emanated

^

He would probably be too proud to study "it i a
the home teachers, having much to be prou

we are to have a distinct vein of American music, and I
When Tansig died, in 1871, his friend Weitzmann, the
distinguished master of theory and friend of our Mr.

To know Beethoven in Op. 53 is to know w a

0> •

To be a master of technic and a perfect
music means that you have been trained to t ie ^ ^
of conscientious accuracy and promptness, t
agency of an elaborate and tested means oi dev op ^
and that the seeds of general carelessness

a

^

pretty thoroughly eliminated from your
curacy and promptness, great points of ebarac
which make you a reliable and trnatwortbY
the affairs of life. Add to this acquired s“u “
ot fie
hand the beautiful knowledge and heart-c
^,^*4
arts, and you will become powerful torenu e
inteDdrd
the sweet and uplifting influences which ’
.^jowl
you should. Like the Mother Goose rimes,
^ fdutwo-step may not exactly harm. Oh, n0 ’ ,._^not *TfB
cation yon seek is found in them not a
waste pi*in “rag-time” ; so, yon see, you should noe
cions moments upon them.

done under the influence of temperament, sex tells in

peeps in.

result and in the way the result is arrived at.
Is there any method of work in harmony with the

tend away from it.

female temperament which will help woman toward
equality of usefulness and of remuneration with men

Men

is womanhood there is reserve, and reserve is the funda¬

When the two work together the

mental necessity to chastity ; and where there is woman¬

Women force everything to a center.

forces balance and become stable, because normal con¬
ditions of activity result.

hood there is neatness and sanitation, and therefore
bodily and mental health.

With womanhood enters

Raskin once undertook to solve the relations of the
sexes in working life for a circle of young girls. He
summed them thus:

beauty and delicacy and grace.

“It is the office of man to create; of woman to
praise.”

intercourse with the higher powers. In her bosom she
may hope to bear souls into which God breathes the

sonnds so business-like that it may be a man's discovery.

How very far has woman descended in the business
world from that high estate! Men and women alike

breath of life. She is the first priestess of humanity.
Therefore, in womanhood dwells the property of counsel.

But every woman has known about it from the time
Eve set up housekeeping. Cooperation is the extension

now hustle, drive, hector, domineer, trample, and the
palm and guerdon of life is lost to both. Few are the

of the laws of family life to the larger family of neigh¬

business women that have in any degree preserved the

before her; a precious power that, in the conduct of
affairs. Lastly, womanhood is the foundation of com¬

borhood, State, nation. Let ns go a step farther; it is
the outgoing of home into the region of them before

qualities of manner and thought proper to womanhood.

fort and hope.

so will I comfort you,” wrote the prophet.

solitary.

Business has rubbed off the bloom, and with the bloom
of womanhood chivalry stands or falls.

Business itself, in so far as it has been effective, has
always been cooperative ; and what is business but the

Observe that the evolution of cooperation has been
the work of woman, albeit somewhat forced on her.

cry, and the poor fail.

ramification of housekeeping interests ? In the begin¬
ning there were but two professions—war and house¬

She learned to govern in spite of weakness, because if

wanted in the utmost stress of need.

she did not, she was liable to be eaten when her lord

but women doing their work—often the same work that

doing the same work?
method.

We believe there is such a

It is known as “cooperation.”

We must oppose cooperation to competition.

This,

the goal whither civilization has long been tending,
affords the solution of the question.
“Cooperation”

keeping. Woman preempted a cave, and dwelt there.
Man hunted and fought, and retired to this cave to
enjoy the benefits of primitive housekeeping.

One sex

was industrious, and created one by one the beginnings
of all the arts. The other stole the products of the in¬
dustry of other men’s wives, supplied fresh meat, and
when it had advanced enough to build a fire, lay and

was short of game.

This made her an educator.

She

had love in her; therefore, when he came home
wounded she learned to heal his wounds.
As the
period of childhood grew longer, and she wonld have
the father of her children in her wigwam, she essayed
the arts of peace.

Generation by generation, woman¬

To part with these

would be the destruction of civilization.
Furthermore, in womanhood dwells the faculty of

She tries the spirits of men.

They are an open book-

“ As one whom his mother comforteth,
And no¬

where is comfort more needed than in the world of work.
There is where men break and go under, and orphans
There is where womanhood is
Not idle women,

men do, but doing it in accordance with the terms of
their own nature ; women gentle, patient, helpful, mee
modest, wise, and of indomitable perseverance, leaven
ing the lump of human selfishness with the traditions
and ways of home. Patience, comfort, industry, loy
alty, tenderness, protection—these motherhood teaches,

hood grew more tender, more gentle, more established
in principle. By and by the fact on which civilization

these are the foundation of cooperation, and in coopera

whereby to capture more game and do more thieving.

is established emerged. Civilized woman is in stable
equilibrium in her life ; man is in unstable equilibrium.

earning and professional woman.

As game got scarcer and roots more desirable, odr war¬
rior, doubtless from pure gallantry, put his hand to the

She attracts and holds ; he approaches, yields, and be¬

more interesting of the tasks of his woman-kind.

and all good things become possible.

warmed itself before it, and through the fumes of dinner
mused on theology, and made a few bows and arrows

She

spun and wove; he learned her trade.
She planted
corn ; he preferred to tend sheep. She dyed his porcu¬
pine quills and her own basket-work. He adorned his
own face with her paints and invented dancing. She
cleaned and tanned the skins he brought her; by and
by he became a tanner. Thus, civilization Is the process
by which men leave their own instinctive occupation—
war, and enter woman’s—housekeeping. Men do not
take to cooperation easily. They are kept together by

comes subject to attraction.

Thus home is established,
This is why every

force in society is arrayed against the unsexing of
womanhood. Should woman cease to be womanly, so¬
ciety is at an end.

In unwomanly woman lies the

essence of anarchy.
When meekness—which is par
excellence the virtue recommended to woman—disappears
the possession of the earth is lost not to womanhood
only, but to humanity. Let ns make no mistake. There
is one greatest, noblest profession of all—the business
of home-making.

Here begins all happiness ; all truth ;

tion, as we said at first, lies the salvation of the wage

—We have received the program-book of theC ’
_
.e Club, of Jacksonville, Ill., Mrs- Virginia B- ‘
cretary. The club has a membership of thirty.,
ograms included essays on “ Music in England,
fferent evenings being devoted to the subject ;
America,” five programs ; “ Music in France,
• ,
ams. All the topics were illustrated by we . _ _r0.
cal and instrumental compositions. The vario i
ams were arranged in chronologic order.
,
It is suggested that clubs will benefit greatly J
^
g to other organizations for program-books, »
ie has a monopoly of good i''eas. Next seaso
ould show an improvement on last year.

there is in life. The material evidences of
it, while always unobtrusive, are eloquent
in their tribute to its existence. The homes
you may enter can not be disguised as to
itsinfluence therein. Thebooks, tbehabits,
the apparel, the demeanor—all combine to
reveal the potency or the lack of culture in
a family or society. Bnt, above all, the
mind, and its mirror, the face, reveal with
unerring c°rtainty one’s attitude to cul¬
ture. In its presence, boldness, coarseness,
or rude display is discomfited, and the
strength of culture remains ever unchal¬
lenged. Colture can not be counterfeited ;
its ring is so genuine that an attempt at
imitation only serves to emphasize its
value. This is not lees true in the general
routine of living than in special fields. In
art the touch which] perpetuates is vouch¬
safed only to the cultured few. The picture which
outlives its painter has had blended with it the atmos¬
phere of thought. It was done by a hand steadied by
discipline, guided by hope and ambition, and inspired
by lofty ideals. Such, then, may justly be said to
constitute the cardinal points of culture in its relation to
art—discipline, ambition, and ideal.
Music, which in onr midst, among our own people,
has lifted up its head and taken a proud and worthy
position as one of the handmaidens of culture, is too
frequently approached in a manner and spirit sadly
wanting in an understanding of its dignity. Especially
among singers is this true. It is so easily onr natnre to
sing, that we embrace its privileges and yield to its fasci¬
nations withont considering onr obligations to it. It is
this tendency to commonness, this easy familiarity with
an art which probes nature most deeply, which bleeds
when touched with a rude hand, that we deplore ; and
we urge you to give some consideration to the matter.
It is thoughtlessness, not purpose, that keeps the singer,
and therefore his audience, too mnch upon the level of
daily and hourly living. To sing well one must needs be
healthy, hearty, happy. One may be ail that, and sin¬
cere besides, and yet not reveal the whole truth of an

Kobkbt Feanz.

peated effort and the close attention to effect in tonestudy afford in themselves distinct mental balance. The
theory—a favorite one with pianists—that “ mental
ontpnt is reinforced by its physical response ” may or
may not hold, bnt the habit of concentration, which
must ever accompany fruitful vocal practice, is in¬
valuable and exerts an influence in all other directions.
Discipline is or should not be confined to vocal practice,
but is extended to the mind and habit of daily life; just
as surely as thought and physical well-being affect the
singer, so sure it is that they must come in for a share
of discipline, which is the fundamental quality of cul¬
ture.
We next spoke of ambition—a quality in the singer
withont which all other virtues and gifts were in vain.
Ambition is worthy only when its object is to elevate.
It thus identifies naturally with the arts, prominent, if
not first, among which, it must be acknowledged' is
music. If one pursues the study only for the love of it,
he can not escape the consciousness that to some extent
his acquisition will be shared in and enjoyed by others.
It is not possible that the study can avail much that is
worthy if it has not at least the impetus of some
approval beyond the pleasure of acquiring it. This is

composer. The fact that the compositor,
in making up the form, printed the closing
paragraph, which should have ended the
“ Chats with Voice Students,” at the close
of the “Chats with Voice Teachers,” has
not seemed to have occasioned any serious
misunderstanding, and we are highly
gratified at the returns, and also by the
quality of mind and thought indicated by
the various papers received.
The successful competitor is Miss Carolyn
A. Nash, of San Francisco, Cal. The
essay is properly indorsed, and in it she
has met with all the requirements. I am
sure heT competitors will join me in con¬
gratulating her upon her success.
Following appears the essay, which
meets the requirements of sufficient liter¬
ary merit for publication. Among the
essays received, a few are so exceptionally worthy that
we can not forbear to give the writers honorable men
tion ; their names are as follows :
Amanda Vierheller, Pittsburg, Pa.; Clarence Chan¬
dler, Waupaca, Wis.; Minta Z. Phillips, New lork
City ; Ida Morrison, Greenville, Tex.

ROBERT FRANZ.
BY CAROLYN A. NASH.

On the 28th day of June, 1815, was born at Halle, the
historic birthplace of Handel, Robert von Knautli Franz,
who was destined to add many a pure gem to the tress
ure of the song world.
. ,
At the early age of two years the little Franz receiv
his firstmusical impression from Luther’s chorale, Erne
Feste Burg’ ist Unser Gott,” played from the churchsteeple on the occasion of a religious anniversary.
Although during his childhood Franz displaye ®
strongly marked talent for music, his parents oppose
his wish to obtain a thorough knowledge of the subjec ,
and it was onlv after working almost unaided for many

died.

Among his

papers were found memorandum-

books inscribed “ Records of a Vocal Hospital.”

They

that Garcia, though a grand genius, worked tremen¬
dously to arrive at power.

He studied to be composer,

were of no value to the heirs of deceased, and came

chef d'orcliestre, comedian, musician, and musical his¬

into my hands through a friend of the family.

torian in order that he could sing.

I have

This after he had

made therefrom a selection of cases which it is hoped

accomplished the technics by long and systematic drill.

will prove interesting and possibly of value to the pro¬

He studied violin and composition at the same time,

fession.

and hail his compositions sung and played, all as study.

Case No. 1.—The patient was a lady about twenty-

As musician, he was informed in all the known forms

six years of age, intelligent and fairly well educated.
Student of elocution. Desired to learn to sing in order

of melody, instrumental and vocal.

to introduce songs in recitation work.

nothing musical unusefnl.

He considered

He devoted his life solely

Declared she

to music, as though there were no other life but music.

had never sung, having been discouraged in childhood
from attempting to sing. Said she had no ear for music,

nade, at table, in bed, during an instant of leisure—any¬

and could not ‘‘carry ” a tune.

where and under no matter what conditions he occupied

Was totally unable to

sing correctly even so familiar a tune as “ America.”
An examination proved the truth of the latter state¬
ment.

All his reflections fell into musical form.

himself with music in one way or another.
over forty operas.

In prome¬

He wrote

On attempting to sound varied pitches the

Everybody can not be a Garcia, try ever so hard ; but

patient sang above and below the pitch intended, and
only by accident gave the correct pitch.

many musicians could be much more strong than they

Further examination, requiring the patient to listen
to varied pitches, proved that she could recognize one
tone as higher or lower than another.

are could they emulate him a little in the way of intel¬
lect and will.

There is not sufficient distinction made

between a merely artistic temperament and the material
of a great artist.

Diagnosis.—Patient suffering from inability to sing

It seems that it was in Italy that Garcia had his first

definite pitches ; cause, faculty of distinguishing varied

revelation in singing as a medium of dramatic expres¬

pitches undeveloped, and lack of control of vocal organ
through non-nse in singing and faulty use in heavy,
dramatic, elocutionary work.

sion.

Treatment.—A course of exercises in ear-training from

the foundation. Concurrently a course of exercises to
relieve the throat from the labor of controlling the out¬
going breath, snpplemented by exercises requiring the
sounding, on rightly controlled breath, of the various

The intensely poetic spirit of the country, the

melodic atmosphere, and the peculiar effect of the musical
singing in the streets stirred his ardent imagination and
made him seek and finish “the grand methods.”

He

might have felt all this and more, however, and all of it
have fallen at his feet, but for the rare qualities of
analysis, order, energy, and will which led to the classi¬
fication of causes, the passionate search for effects, the

musical intervals to one vowel, and, later on, to various

studious, concentrated habit which crystallized all this

vowels.

emotion and made of it a legacy to posterity.—“ Musical
Courier.”

Also, to aid in keeping the throat free from

undue tension, exercises requiring the rapid repetition,
on one pitch, lightly, smoothly, distinctly, with a con¬
stant flow of tone, of a series of short syllables, such as
lah, beh, nee, po, too; and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. All
singing done on middle pitches, with the normal weight

A singer should not expect her teacher to instruct
her in the elements of music.
He is not there for that

of voice—that is to say, without any attempt to sing
either a loud note or a soft note.

purpose. One thing she should.do, if she has confidence
in him, she should obey him.

Later the usnal primary vocal exercises were given,
and, after about four months, two simple ballads of

A woman is too apt to treat a teacher as a physician.
She is a long time making up her mind whom to con¬

attempt its development. After you have the decision
of a competent teacher, I shall be better able to give
you the advice you solicit.
I. M.—Allowing your daughter to sing out of any
book of exercises without the guiding hand of an expe¬
rienced teacher is a most dangerous experiment. If she
is not too old I would advise waiting until you can place
her in the hands of some one in whom you have perfect
confidence.
S.—1. The word “intonation” is used by singing
teachers to indicate truthfulness of tonality. If a P*r'
son sings in tune he is said to have correct intonation.
2. Placing the voice means properly delivering the
tone. If the customary expression of the act had been
“delivering the voice,” an explanation of it might,
with equal propriety, have been “placing the voice.
The words that are used convey usually an obscure u ea
of a thing that is not obscure at all. The ideal tone
one that is unconsciously free, having resonance w i'
can be detected by feeling as if the tones were gen y
delivered in the front part of the head, the ‘)®nes.
which were sympathetically vibrating. By ‘° .
-,
the succeeding numbers of The Etude, the exercises
which you ask may possibly appear in print.
G. J. M.—1. There is no short cut to boy-choir work if
conducted successfully; careful preparatory stu ,
well as experience, are the necessary prefaces to an
Boy-choirs are hardly possible at the ages you spea
;
fifteen to eighteen ; those are just the years when J
voices are impossible. From ten to fifteen are the
yearn of a boy’s voice.
.
, t„i-e
2.—The vibrato is natural to most voices w
^
tones in a free and unrestrained manner, control o
^
should be acquired as the voice develops. Do n
found the vibrato with the tremolo, which is tn
of forcing through a closed throat.
• F. C.—In reading at sight, do not use *B®
ept “la,” and apply that to all tones. »
srvals of the major scale, using their corre
me, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,, sev
»ve). Learn to decide at a glance whetbe
is major, minor, perfect, augmented, or o
ve the ear and the mind thoroughly tram
'k by practicing a short time each '“Sf’
. singing intervals. The intervals of botm
mr scales may become altered, and
iwledge of the sound of each will remov
ty. Analyze each composition in rega
lature, and modulations before singing■ds of the song at first sight. A course
ild facilitate vom sicht-sinsing.
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Song Tor Medium Voloe. Grade 111,
A £nod son* In the nxxUrft mvl* to a slight Ij fsnolfill test. It Ii aiehxlioiiii Mini In** a fir; lauMling
end Attract It* accompaniment.
2734. Soammoll, A. D. Sorenata. Grade
HI.

no

30

A very pleaaing piece with aanieihing of the linngtrUn it* tla general character. It will b* found a
axi •tudv In mel wly playing, with drill in characterlie rhythm*. Sun to pUma* playera and hearara.

t

2735. Dibble, Horace P. Rock of Ages.
Duet for Soprano and Tenor. Grade
III.

2788. Chopin, Fr.
Brillante.

Op. 333. Piff-Paff.
Grade III.

Op. 18 Grande Valse
Grade V.

60

A gem of the modem French etyle, and need eery
ranch in recltala or aa an rnenre piece.

2757. Biu-ty, Marc.

Oood-bye.

Grade II_

A ainiph- tittle piece (bat will lie found oeefnl In Ihw
lower gnule* ae helping to a pictonwqne nnderatand.
lag of made. It ia In an enay walla rhy Hint.

2758. Roeckel, Edouard. Slumber Song.
Grade III......
A gent of the Brat water ao far aa simplicity la con¬
cerned, and yet capable of very art lode treatment.
It will oe found very neeful aea mean.of inculcating
aa artlalic alyloof playiag

The Standard Text-Book of
Musical Theory.
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
of University

NOTES OF A PIANIST
BY

LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK,
30

wtaniST and coMeoaca.

Preceded by a Short Biographical Sketch and Con
tenaporaneoua

Criticism.

Edited

by

his

sister

CLARA GOTTSCHALK. Translated from th.
French by ROBERT E. PETERSON, M.D.

of

CROWN OCTAVO.

Pennsylvania.

T

HE object which has always been
kept in view is how to enable the
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most
comprehensible way, the mass of facts,
rules, etc., which make up the art of
harmony. We most earnestly invite
all teachers and students to investigate
this work.

For CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTION
Price,

30

A melodious.,Ingable aong, with Knglbh and Ger¬
man word., jtet tolled to general tam liing or reeilal
non.

2754. Fontenailles, H. de.
A Resolve
(Obetinstton). Soug for Soprano.
Grade IV.(.

70

Artist's Life.

A line little pleoe, both from the aland point of
ideMUig quality and from Ita nwulia technically. It
hae a llil.e of Ihw peculiar harmonic quality of the
popular Freoeh ooni(<oeera.

2753. Bohm, Carl. Op. 32G, No. 6, Soft
Falls the Dew. Song for Medium
Voice. Grade IV-...

DESTINED TO BECOME

any manner toward an

30

A fin# d iet arrangement of he prevl xit pirw; vary
brilliant and elhclive; not difficult In either part.

2752. Kowalski, H. Op. 64. Once Upon
a Time. Grad* HI. .

HARMONY

Of great interest to those attracted in

A pin* In a captivating dauon rhythm, with lota of
Ilf* and melody in II. It la popular in character and
wtll ploMW lhu*4 playera who demand an ataandaoow
of melody In what they play.

2737. Engelmann, H.
Four Hands.

1 00

A well edllcd edition of ona of the most popular of
( hopin s wall/.#*), nod one that belongs to every
advanced player's repertoire, as well os every progreaelro teachers' course of instruction.

40

A good aacrad dual, of medium comps**, nltabla
for uao In iha church sarvlr*. It la simple in ttyla
and treatment.

2736. Bngelmann, H. Op. 333. Plff-PafT
(Polka-Oalop). Grade III.

lKioks, eueli.
This I. one of (lnrst educational aeries for use in
iba earlier grades of piano Instruction that can be
found In tlm market. The pieces hare been carefully
edited by Mr E. It. Kroegerand thoroughly prepared
for teachers' use. Each book contains a number of
technical studies, melodious ami interesting, in alter¬
nation with piec« which emb.dy aomo uaeful points.

$1.25.

EXTRA CLOTH, $1.50.
Published by ....

GotUchalk, one of the first American pianists tor
20 among the most talented that the world has ever knows
hsa

here related with charming vivacity his

THEODORE PRBSSBR,
1708 Chestnut Street,

shrew*

Philadelphia, Pa.

30 observations of people whom he met and places that h>
visited during his short but loccMsfa] career.
Clever anecdotes of his tours through many countria
makt tbs book entertaining to a great degree, not only V
30 musician* but to the general reading public.
Published by

THEO. PRESSBR,

1708 Chcstnat Street,

...Philadelphia, Pa

WANTED AN AGENT
TO RCPOCSCNT THI WELL-KNOWN PIANO HOUII

CHARLES H. FISCHER,
1710 Chestnut Street,
INOUlRItl ANC eOLIClTCO.

PHILADELPHIA.
IN YOU A TOW*

